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The Junco Called Cassiar
Rick Wright
birdaz@gmail.com

Mention a new or unfamiliar bird, and most of us fall all over ourselves with the
questions: Where can I see it? How do I identify it? When should I look?
In the case of the Cassiar Junco, another query arises first: What is it?
Nebraska birders know better than most just how puzzlingly variable the birds we
now know as Dark-eyed Juncos can be. Some of that is due to age or sex: females
and young birds in all populations tend to be browner and less crisply marked than
older birds and males. And simple individual variation accounts for some unusually
pale or unusually dark birds or for birds with unexpected white markings in the
wings or on the head.
Some differences in appearance or measurements are more significant. Those that
line up with geography-such that birds breeding in one area differ consistently from
those in another-are recognized as marking different subspecies, or races.
Sometimes those characters can be seen in the field, allowing us to at least
tentatively identify a bird beyond the species level.
The juncos provide abundant examples of all these kinds of variation. Indeed, until
just a few decades ago, it was thought that the United States and Canada were
inhabited by at least five junco species (AOU 1957). Not until 1973 were the Whitewinged, Oregon, and Slate-colored Juncos "lumped" as the Dark-eyed Junco Junco
hyemalis (AOU 1973); the same fate befell the former Gray-headed Junco a few
years later, leaving US birders with just two readily distinguished species, the Darkeyed and the Yellow-eyed Juncos (AOU 1983).
Whatever its scientific underpinnings, the Great Taxonomic Massacre of '73
narrowed many birders' horizons. Where before we might have taken the time to
distinguish an extensively brown female Slate-colored Junco from a particularly dull
female Oregon Junco, it just didn't seem worth the effort once they had been
declared "the same" (compare Buckley and Mitra 2003). In 1984, for example,
Nebraska Christmas Bird Count participants reported only six Oregon-type birds
among the nearly 800 juncos they recorded, surely a woeful undercount (Audubon
Christmas Bird Count).
But the birds were there all along, in all their vast variation, and they still are. We
may (or just may not) bow to the autlYority of the latest AOU Check-list in
considering them all "just" Dark-eyed Juncos, but as more and more birders
understand, that doesn't mean that the range of differences that once led to their
recognition as separate species has been lost along with their distinctive names.
Nebraska still has a fascinatingly wide selection of junco "styles" (Coues 1884) to
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enjoy, including the Slate-colored Junco (of the nominate subspecies, Junco
hyemalis hyemalis), the Oregon Junco (most, presumably, representatives of the
subspecies Junco hyemalis shufeldti), the Pink-sided Junco (Junco hyemalis mearnsi,
historically considered a race of the Oregon Junco), the Gray-headed Junco (Junco
hyemalis caniceps, long maintained as a distinct species}--and the Cassiar Junco,
Junco hyemalis cismontanus (see Browning 1990 for a rejection of Allan Phillips's
henshawi for this taxon).

Cassiar Junco, Dodge Co., Nebraska, Dec. 7, 2013. Photo by Janis Paseka.
A prominent American once said, "It depends upon what the meaning of the word
'is' is," an observation applicable in all its profundity to the status and distributionand even the existence-of the Cassiar Junco. Jonathan Dwight first described this
bird in his 1918 study of junco plumages, calling it "a hyemalis [Slate-colored Junco]
darkened by the oregonus strain [Oregon Junco]" (Dwight 1918). Four years later,
Harry Swarth located the breeding grounds of these juncos along the Stikine River of
British Columbia; where Dwight had thought his "cismontanus" juncos most likely
mere hybrids between Oregon and Slate-colored Juncos, Swarth recognized these
birds as "a distinct geographical race" and a
"good subspecies," in the sense that the birds over a certain area ... exhibit
a combination of characters distinguishing them from other described
forms, and they remain true to these peculiarities within . . . close limits.
(Swarth 1922)
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In 1941, Alden H. Miller affirmed Swarth's assessment and applied Dwight's name
cismontanus to this
group of hybrid origin, now stabilized, which occupies a geographic area in
the breeding season to the exclusion of other forms. (Miller 1941)
Miller also designated a lectotype, a specimen to serve as the standard and
authoritative reference for the name, in this case the study skin of a male collected
February 13, 1905, in New Westminster, British Columbia, by Allan Brooks (see
LeCroy 2012). Formerly in the collection of Jonathan Dwight and now no. 402559
in the American Museum of Natural History, New York, that specimen provides the
starting point for the identification of the Cassiar Junco.

The lectotype of Junco hyemalis cismontanus.

As Dwight's early description suggested, a well-marked male Cassiar Junco like this
one is subtly distinctive. In its overall grayness, the bird closely recalls a Slatecolored Junco, but the darkness of the head, breast, and nape approaches that of a
male Oregon Junco, creating a more striking contrast between the "hood" and the
rest of the upperparts than is visible in any but the very blackest of male Slatecoloreds. More significant than the colors themselves is their distribution: the
blackish nape is sharply set off from the grayer or brownish back, and the dark of the
breast meets the paler gray of the flank and the white of the upper belly in a welldefined straight line, where the white underparts of a Slate-colored Junco curve up
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and into the breast (Rising and Beadle l 996). Thus, a male Cassiar Junco, like the
Oregon Junco and unlike the Slate-colored, shows an abrupt "corner" where the
breast and the flanks meet, and the white of the upper belly is "concave."
Such a bird, labeled "Adult male Canadian Rocky Mountains," is depicted on page
501 in the first edition of The Sibley Guide to Birds (Sibley 2000). The color
reproduction in most printings of that book is notoriously poor, and in the copies I
have examined, the gray of the back and flanks of the bird depicted is noticeably too
pale and too blue. This is nevertheless the best and most readily accessible published
illustration of a male Cassiar Junco to date.
Most male Cassiar Juncos are readily identifiable, but females can be much more
challenging. The female Cassiar shares the hooded appearance of the male (and of
the Oregon Junco), but the flanks are often strongly washed with gray over brown
(thus recalling a Slate-colored Junco). Away from the breeding range, however,
many are probably not distinguishable from female Oregon Juncos, while many
others are likely identical in the field (or in the hand) to especially brownish
(probably first-cycle) female Slate-colored Juncos. David Sibley's painting, based
not on a single specimen but on the artist's observations in Alaska, Alberta,
Missouri, New England, New Jersey, and California (D. Sibley, pers. comm.), is
most instructive, depicting as it does a bird that differs from the Oregon Junco shown
on the facing page only in the nearly invisible tinge of gray on its brownish flank.
The intermediate appearance of Cassiar Juncos reflects the historical source of this
population. What Miller meant in calling it "of hybrid origin" (Miller 1941) was that
the founding birds, thousands or tens of thousands of generations ago, were the
offspring of mixed pairs, one parent an Oregon and the other a Slate-colored Junco;
repeated pairings between these hybrid offspring (and their descendants) resulted in a
population of birds consistently displaying the plumage characters we observe today.
It is worth remarking that the same scenario probably recurs even now, with
occasional pairs of "pure" Oregon and Slate-colored Juncos producing young that
potentially replicate the appearance of a true Cassiar Junco (Miller 1941 ). With that
possibility in mind, it may be strictly more accurate away from the breeding grounds
to speak of "apparent" Cassiar Juncos or "Cassiar-type" Juncos, though it seems
likely that most such birds are in fact genuine Cassiar Juncos, members of the
stabilized and geographically delimited population designated J. h. cismontanus.

Though the standard reference works regularly include Nebraska in the winter range
of the Cassiar Junco (AOU 1957, Austin 1968, Byers et al. 1995, de! Hoyo et al.
2011), state and regional ornithologies have been more circumspect. As recently as
2012, there were fewer than ten documented Nebraska records of such birds (Silcock
2012).
Haecker et al. ( 1945) cautioned that "actual specimen verification" was lacking for
the state. A year after the publication of that Checklist, one of its authors discovered
three skins of J. h. cismontanus, one from Brown and two from Lancaster County
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(Moser 1946); all three are now in the collections of the University of Nebraska State
Museum (Omis). I have not re-examined those skins, but at least the first, UNSM
ZM7401 from Brown County, has been recently confirmed as matching the standard
descriptions of a Cassiar Junco (Sharpe et al. 200 I). Meanwhile, five additional
specimens are now known from Lancaster County, three of them salvaged in the
space of just three weeks in October and November of 1993 (Omis).
By Nebraska standards, eight skins is a fairly robust specimen record for an
uncommon bird. Unfortunately, there are relatively few sight reports to help sketch a
more detailed picture of the Cassiar Junco's status and distribution in the state.
Tellingly, however, nearly all Nebraska birders with whom I have discussed the
matter say that they have seen apparent Cassiar Juncos numerous times-but failed
to recognize them as distinct from the abundant Slate-colored Juncos or to report
them as notable.

Cassiar Junco, Hall County, Nebraska. March 25, 2013.

As Nebraska birders look more closely, more Cassiar Juncos will be recorded in the
state. In late March 2013, my birding group was able to watch a total of seven males
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and at least one apparent female in three Nebraska counties; as one of my
companions observed, we would never have seen them had we not known what we
were looking for.
But that's just the way birding is-especially when it comes to the Cassiar Junco.
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